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why are jets important?

AGN - X-ray Binaries - GRBs - WDs - SNe - Protostars - (ULX?)

General phenomenon   >>>   General knowledge
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why are jets important?

AGN - X-ray Binaries - GRBs - WDs - SNe - Protostars - (ULX?)

General phenomenon   >>>   General knowledge

Physics of jets (launch, structure, composition)

They influence the evolution of the launching system

They influence their surroundings (ISM, IGM)
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Internal shocks in jets 395

Figure 1. An illustration of shells in our jet model. If the outer boundary of the inner shell, (j), contacts the inner boundary of the outer shell, (j ! 1), a
collision is said to occur. The lateral expansion is due to jet opening angle; the longitudinal expansion is due to the shell walls expanding within the jet. The
illustration is not to scale.

2 TH E MO D EL

Our model is based on the Spada et al. (2001) internal shocks model
for radio-loud quasar. Many modifications, however, have been car-
ried out to make the model more flexible, and applicable to different
scales and scenarios. In our model, the jet is simulated using discrete
packets of plasma or shells. For simplicity, only the jets at relatively
large angle of sight are treated. Each shell represents the smallest
emitting region and the resolution in the model is limited to the shell
size. While the simulation is running, the jet can ‘grow’ with the
addition of shells at the base as the previously added shells move
further down the jet. If the time interval between consecutive shell
injections is kept small, a continuous-jet approximation is achieved.
The variations in shell injection time gap and velocity cause faster
shells to catch up with slower ones, leading to collisions: the internal
shocks, discussed later, are a result of shell collisions. A schematic
of the model setup is shown in Fig. 1: the two conical frusta shown
represent the shells.

2.1 Shell properties

The shell volume is based on a conical frustum (cone opening
angle = jet opening angle, !). As a shell moves down the jet, it can
expand laterally as well as longitudinally (Fig. 1). The adiabatic
energy losses are a result of the work done by a shell in expanding;
implicit assumptions are made about the pressure gradient across
the jet boundary that would result in a conical jet. The emitting
electron distribution is assumed to be power law in nature; each
shell contains its own distribution. The power-law distribution is of
the form

N (E) dE = "E!p dE , (1)

where E = #mc2 is the electron energy, p is the power-law index
and " is the normalization factor. If the total kinetic energy density
of the electrons, Ek, is known then " can be calculated for the two
cases of power-law index: p "= 2 and p = 2. When p "= 2, we have
(with the electron energy is expressed in terms of the Lorentz factor
with mc2 = 1)

Ek = "

!
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and for p = 2

Ek = "
#

[ln(#max) ! ln(#min)] + [# !1
max ! # !1

min]
$

, (3)

where the subscripts max and min denote the upper and lower en-
ergy bounds for the electron distribution. The relations given in
equations (2) and (3) can, therefore, be used to calculate the change
in electron power-law distribution when there is a change in the to-
tal kinetic energy density, assuming the power-law index and # min

are fixed. # min value throughout the following work is set equal to
unity, while the power-law index is assumed to be 2.1. The electron
energy distribution upper limit, # max, is initially set to be 106, but
allowed to vary with the energy losses.

A magnetic field is essential to give rise to the synchrotron radi-
ation. In the shells, the magnetic field is assumed to be constantly
tangled in the plasma, leading to an assumption that the magnetic
field is isotropic; hence, treated like an ultrarelativistic gas (Heinz
& Begelman 2000). If the magnetic energy density (EB) is given,
the field (B) can be calculated:

EB = B2

2µ0
, (4)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability.
Other shell properties include the bulk Lorentz factor, $, and the

shell mass, M. If there is a variation in the $ of different shells
in the jet, then the faster inner shells are able to catch up with the
slower outer ones, causing shell collisions; the shell collisions create
internal shocks, which ultimately generate the internal energy.

2.2 Internal shocks

When two shells collide, a shock forms at the contact surface. Some
of the steps involved in two-shell collision, and the subsequent
merger, are shown in Fig. 2. The collisions are considered to be
inelastic. With many shells present inside the jet, first we need to
calculate the next collision time between two shells: a collision is
said to occur when the outer boundary of the inner shell, Router

j ,
comes in contact with the inner boundary of the outer shell, Rinner

j!1 .
The following relation can be used to calculate the time interval for
two shell collision:

dtcoll =
Rinner

(j!1) ! Router
(j )%

%e
(j!1) + %e

(j )

&
c +

%
%(j ) ! %(j!1)

&
c

, (5)

where the subscripts j ! 1, j denote two consecutive shells, %e is
the shell longitudinal expansion velocity (along the jet axis) and %

C# 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C# 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 394–404

Jamil, Fender & Kaiser 2010

a possibility: internal shocks between discrete shells
with different velocity.

a problem: the missing re-heating

IS THE JET POWERED BY VARIABILITY FROM THE ACCRETION FLOW?

why jet variability?
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The optical variability
is anti-correlated, and 
precedes the X-rays!
Not reprocessing...what?

Kanbach et al. 2001

( e.g. Hynes et al. 2003 )

Reprocessed variability:

≠

First hints for jet variability:
X-ray/optical CCFs

O’Brien et al. 2002

X-ray/opt
CCF
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The “common reservoir model”   (Malzac, Merloni & Fabian 2004)

jet-corona coupling through common energy reservoir

optical
from

the jet
X-rays
from

the corona 

an explanation: a powerful jet

if the system is “jet dominated”, it works:

Data Model
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The “common reservoir model”   (Malzac, Merloni & Fabian 2004)

jet-corona coupling through common energy reservoir

optical
from

the jet
X-rays
from

the corona 

an explanation: a powerful jet

Gandhi et al. 2008 Durant et al. 2008

Model

GX 339-4

SWIFT J1
753

reality seems more complex: 

New Data:
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if you want the jet..go where the jet is

Lewis et al. (in prep.)
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 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

23’’ x 23’’

let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

X-rays

infrared
IS

AAC

RXTE

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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X-rays

infrared
IS

AAC

RXTE

let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared
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Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

Infrared and X-rays are correlated

Infrared lag X-rays by 100 milliseconds

Very high brightness temperature (>106K)

Flat spectral slope

We are observing the JET varying

on timescales as short as 67 millisec.

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

infrared

X-rays

thin

inflow
(corona)

(1) IR: thick    X-rays: thin

(2) IR: thin        X-rays: thin

(3) IR: thin        X-rays: inflow

(4) IR: thick    X-rays: inflow

thick thin

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

thin

thick(1) IR: thick    X-rays: thin

- It takes 0.1s for the matter to get there

- we assume all jets in X-ray binaries are similar                                                                                        

- we scale from Cyg X-1 in radio to GX 339-4 in infrared

- we measure the speed for many sets of parameters

  Γ > 2         A MEASURE OF THE JET SPEED

 ( “standard” formula by Blandford & Königl ’79 )
 rmax ~ γ-4/3 β-2/3 D 2/3 sinθ-1/3 Φ-1 L2/3 ν-1

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

thin

thick(1) IR: thick    X-rays: thin

- It takes 0.1s for the matter to get there

- we assume all jets in X-ray binaries are similar                                                                                        

- we scale from Cyg X-1 in radio to GX 339-4 in infrared

- we measure the speed for many sets of parameters

  Γ > 2         A MEASURE OF THE JET SPEED

 ( “standard” formula by Blandford & Königl ’79 )
 rmax ~ γ-4/3 β-2/3 D 2/3 sinθ-1/3 Φ-1 L2/3 ν-1

Γ > 2

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

thin

thin(2) IR: thin    X-rays: thin

- we observe a time delay: IR must come after cooling

- Tcooling = 100 ms                                                                                        

- we assume E0 ~ X-rays and E1 ~ IR

- we find a unique solution: γ0 ~ 104    γ1 ~ 50    B ~ 104 G

A GLIMPSE OF JET PHYSICS
the way forward:   optical + infrared + ...

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

inflow
(corona)

thin(3) IR: thin    X-rays: inflow

a) before cooling:   Teject < 0.1 s

               A MEASURE OF THE EJECTION TIMESCALE

b) after cooling: 

              -  can’t be too far off the break... can be approximated as estimated if thick
              Γ > 2         A MEASURE OF THE JET SPEED

              -  can’t be too far from the base either... looser upper limit:
              Teject < 0.1 s   A MEASURE OF THE EJECTION TIMESCALE

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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let’s go redder: infrared fast photometry

So far, in optical.
The jet/disk ratio is (much) higher in infrared

 GX 339-4  - ISAAC@VLT - 62.5ms -  K=12.5

inflow
(corona)

thick(4) IR: thick    X-rays: inflow

- The reasoning on the jet speed still holds, but with looser lower limit:

 Γ >> 2         A MEASURE OF THE JET SPEED

- Similarly, looser upper limit on the ejection timescale:

Teject << 0.1 s    A MEASURE OF THE EJECTION TIMESCALE

Casella, Maccarone et al. 2010
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Conclusions - Future

1) We are tracking matter along the jet!

2) More data. Monitoring of one outburst needed. Spectral transitions

3) The same for NS. Less powerful jets? Difficult statistics.

4) Longer wavelengths: further away along the jet
    Radio. (WSRT - ATCA)    Mid-IR. (SPITZER)

5) Doing things properly:
    ESO proposal approved      /  Infrared + Optical + X-ray
         some performed             --  bh & ns
         more submitted               \  monitoring!

6) Need for better models... VARIABLE models!

7) Need for new instrumentation: Opt + IR ;   E-ELT!
Dedicated space mission?

}


